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CONCLUSION
• The clinical characteristics, surgical procedures, and organ system variations 

during sentinel septic shock admissions predict ESS, EPD, and S outcomes.  
• ESS patients were older, had Medicare, and had the highest rates of 

abdominal/vascular surgery, mechanical ventilation, hemodynamic monitoring, 
central line placement, and blood transfusion. All  this data suggests highest ESS 
acuity and early demise during septic shock admission.  

• The lowest incidences of head and neck, neurosurgical, orthopedic, and skin/soft 
tissue surgery also predicted ESS, with the lowest length of stay reflecting the 
highest septic shock acuity and early demise.  

• EPD had the highest LOS indicating a complicated clinical course.  
• The highest occurrences of cardiac, head/neck, neurosurgical, skin/soft tissue, 

and thoracic operations, and lowest urologic/vascular surgery, hemodynamic 
monitoring, and central line placement predicted EPD.  

• Survivors (S) underwent the highest rates of urologic, orthopedic, and vascular 
surgery, and had the lowest sepsis primary diagnosis and cardiac/thoracic 
surgery.  

• Recognizing ESS and EPD characteristics and surgical interventions that predict 
mortality could heighten the surgeons’ index of suspicion for these patients during 
septic shock admissions.  

• This advance knowledge could facilitate data-directed early management and 
possibly improve septic shock survival for some ESS and EPD individuals.  

Methods
• The septic shock admission data 

on 5,030 patients at a 
community hospital was studied 
in three groups: 739 ESS (15%), 
137 EPD (3%), and 4,154 S 
(82%).

• Analysis was completed via 
ANOVA and Chi-squared.

INTRODUCTION
• Current sepsis scores do not 

differentiate ESS v EPD v S, 
such as APACHE II, REMS, and 
MODS.

• The prediction of ESS and EPD 
outcomes could facilitate data-
directed interventions that would 
reduce septic mortality. 

The objective is to identify clinical 
variations during septic shock 
admissions that predict ESS, EPD 
and S differentially allowing 
clinicians to begin more targeted 
interventions.

Results
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